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Abstract
This study examines parental involvement practices, the cultural wealth, and school experiences of poor and working-class mothers of Black boys. Drawing upon data from an ethnographic study, we examine qualitative interviews with four Black mothers. Using critical race theory and cultural wealth frameworks, we explore the mothers’ approaches to supporting their sons’ education. We also describe how the mothers and their sons experienced exclusion from the school, and how this exclusion limited the mothers’ involvement. We highlight their agency in making use of particular forms of cultural wealth in responding to the school’s failure of their sons.
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Introduction
This study examines the parental involvement practices, cultural wealth, and school exclusion of poor and working-class mothers of Black boys. Parents
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of Black boys regularly observe the many structural factors that contribute to the uneven school outcomes for their sons. Black boys are regularly placed into lower ability and remedial courses, or are over-diagnosed with subjective disabilities that lead to their over-representation in special education programs (Artiles, 2011; Sullivan & Bal, 2013). The intersection of hegemonic ontologies of Black masculine deviancy and so-called “colorblind” school discipline policies contribute to the excessive surveillance and disproportionate discipline of Black boys (Skiba et al., 2014). Black males who attend segregated schools are often subject to even greater surveillance and discipline as these schools are more likely to increase police presence on campus or outsource their disciplinary functions to local police forces (Welch & Payne, 2010). This subjects Black boys (as well as Black girls, queer and transgender students) to unnecessary contact with the criminal justice system and contributes to what is well known as the school-to-prison pipeline (Losen & Martinez, 2013; Noguera, 2003). While there is growing evidence of how Black males succeed in school despite these conditions (Harper, 2012; McGee & Martin, 2011; Milner, 2008), it is clear that certain school policies and practices limit Black students’ opportunity to learn and contribute to inequitable social stratification.

Black parents not only observe these outcomes for their sons but also encounter the school’s structural and cultural barriers in comparable ways as their children. Within a school system that privileges White middle-class norms, aesthetics, and parenting styles, the parental involvement practices of Black parents are often pathologized. Educators tend to assume Black parents are uninvolved or do not care about their children’s education (Cooper, 2005; Fine, 1993). When educators interact with Black parents, the parents’ behaviors are regularly misinterpreted as confrontational and uninformed (Diamond & Gomez, 2004; Lareau & Horvat, 1999). As a result, many Black parents describe schools as a site where they feel unwelcomed and excluded (Abrams & Gibbs, 2002; Noguera, 2001). There is an emerging body of literature that is problematizing deficit discourses about Black parenting by examining the counterstories of Black parents and their experiences within the school (Cooper, 2009; Grantham & Henfield, 2011; Howard & Reynolds, 2008). This study seeks to contribute to this literature by examining the counterstories of four Black poor and working-class mothers of Black male students. In this article, we describe the different parental involvement approaches and cultural wealth of the mothers, their encounters with the exclusionary practices of school personnel and administration, and their agency in drawing upon particular forms of cultural wealth in response to their exclusion.
Literature Review

Black parents have a well-documented history of involvement in their children’s education and engage in a range of parental involvement practices that support the well-being and overall success of their children. Education scholars writing on the history of Black schooling describe how Black parents sending their children to 19th- and 20th-century segregated schools invested in education as a means of political and economic self-determination and racial uplift (Anderson, 1988; Fairclough, 2007; Walker, 1993). Black parents in these segregated communities supported their children’s education in ways similar to Black parents today. Research on the current state of Black schooling describes some of the school-based parental involvement practices of Black families, which includes volunteerism in the classroom, participating in parent groups and school governance, and investing financial resources to support educational activities (Abel, 2012; Clark, 1983; Noël, 2014; Posey-Maddox, 2012; Thompson, 2003).

These types of school-based involvement practices, in addition to home-based involvement such as monitoring homework, can contribute to academic success (Jeynes, 2007; Pomerantz, Elizabeth, & Scott, 2007). However, these types of involvement practices tend to be school-centric, and prioritize the goals of the school over the needs of the community (Adelman, 1992; Baquedano-Lopez, Alexander, & Hernandez, 2013; Lawson, 2003). These approaches to parental involvement also reflect the economic privilege of middle-class families, and not all Black families will be able to engage in such school or home-based activities. For example, the involvement of many poor and working-class Black parents is shaped by time poverty. Balancing multiple and inflexible work schedules, and the cost of child care, limits many parents’ ability to participate during school day activities or monitor their children’s homework at night (Cooper, 2009; Lareau, 2003).

High school exacerbates these challenges as its structure and form makes school-based involvement more difficult than elementary schools, and also because some parents might perceive the academic content to be too challenging for them to provide adequate academic assistance (Eccles & Harold, 1993; Green, Walker, Hoover-Dempsey, & Sandler, 2007). Because school personnel often consider a parent’s school presence and homework supervision as indicators of good parenting (Lipman, 1997; Shumow & Harris, 2000), many Black poor and working-class parents who cannot engage in school-based activities are assumed to be uncaring and absentee, and are positioned through school discourses as unsupportive of the school’s norms and functions (Cooper, 2005; Diamond & Gomez, 2004; Fine, 1993). Thus, school-based parental involvement and home-based involvement such as monitoring homework become normalized forms of parental involvement and other forms of educational support provided by Black families are ignored.
When Black parents are able to access the school, they are often met with rejection and exclusion. Teachers, who are predominantly White, middle-class, and female (Coopersmith, 2009), are more likely to value the parenting styles and cultural capital of White, middle-class parents, and pathologize the parenting styles of Black parents (Abrams & Gibbs, 2002; McGrady & Reynolds, 2013; Reay, 1998; Toldson & Lemmons, 2013). School personnel regularly misinterpreted the behaviors of Black parents as confrontational and uninformed, and tend to dismiss the critiques of Black parents (Diamond & Gomez, 2004; Lareau & Horvat, 1999). Black parents are also excluded from White-dominated parent groups and other organizing bodies (Howard & Reynolds, 2008; McGrath & Kuriloff, 1999; Posey-Maddox, 2012). As a result, many Black parents describe schools as a site where they feel unwelcome and excluded (Abrams & Gibbs, 2002; Noguera, 2001), a reason that causes some Black parents to disengage (Hoover-Dempsey et al., 2005).

By relying on narrow understandings of parental involvement, schools not only position Black working-class families as deficient, but also ignore other forms of non-school-based parental involvement that Black parents engage in support of their children’s education (Abrams & Gibbs, 2002; Cooper, 2009; Grantham & Henfield, 2011). For instance, Black parents manage their children’s education by providing proper care in the home (food, shelter, etc.), maintaining high academic expectations, or involving their children in community or church-based educational and leadership activities (Clark, 1990; Gutman & McLoyd, 2000; Williams & Sánchez, 2012). Black parents also prepare their children to navigate a society, and a school system in particular, in which racism is endemic (Crenshaw, Gotanda, Peller, & Thomas, 1995). They do so by preparing their children to respond to interpersonal and institutional racism by teaching their children positive racial messages and providing them techniques and strategies to resist racial hegemony (Friend, Hunter, & Fletcher, 2011; Hughes & Chen, 1997; Vincent, Rollock, Ball, & Gillborn, 2012).

Furthermore, because schools serve as sites of social reproduction and cultural hegemony, school practices such as segregation, disproportionality in discipline, racialized academic tracking, and school funding inequalities have required Black parents to enact agency in their advocacy and activism on behalf of their children’s education. For instance, within the school, Black parents individually advocate for their sons who experience racial microaggressions or are denied opportunities due to educator’s biases (Allen, 2013; Howard & Reynolds, 2008). In addition, Black parents have a long history of organizing with community-based groups to reform school funding, educational access, and discipline practices that directly affect the educational and democratic opportunities for their children (Anderson, 1988; Cooper, 2003; Fuentes, 2012; Oakes, 2008; Shujaa, 1992).

Many of these individual and collective involvement practices of Black parents go unrecognized or are undervalued by school personnel, and popular
discourse and scholarship on Black parents has historically focused on their deficits as opposed to their assets (Coleman, 1991; Moynihan, 1965; Whitehouse & Colvin, 2001). More qualitative research is needed to document the agency, cultural capital, and involvement practices of Black families, particularly those in secondary education settings.

Theoretical Framework

In examining the parental involvement of Black working-class mothers, this study employs critical race theory (CRT) as a theoretical lens, foregrounding the role of race and racism in the school experiences of Black parents (Delgado & Stefancic, 2001). Scholars using CRT challenge dominant discourses on race and culture and examine the way racism and its intersection with other forms of oppression contribute to how educational policy and practices are used to subordinate certain racial groups (Crenshaw et al., 1995; Solorzano, 1998). CRT also urges its scholars to examine how the interests of privileged groups are preserved and to challenge educational policies, practices, ideologies, and theories that are positioned as commonsense, normal, colorblind, or objective (Lynn & Dixson, 2013; Milner, 2013). Bourdieu’s cultural capital theory, for example, has long been used to explain the way schools privilege White middle-class norms, aesthetics, and acquired knowledge. Bourdieu (1977) describes cultural capital as the knowledge, dispositions, orientations, goods, and credentials that members of dominant groups possess. This might include particular approaches to parenting and school involvement, specific educational and occupational expectations, greater access to personal libraries and personal technologies, or regular visits to museums or other educational vacations (Barone, 2006; Bourdieu, 1990; Dumais, 2002). These forms of capital are often privileged within the context of school and are often used for social and cultural exclusion as many nondominant groups may or may not be able to access or exhibit similar forms of cultural capital.

Scholars employing CRT have critiqued educational practices, discourses, and theories that privilege these types of White middle-class cultural capital that are often used to pathologize the cultural capital of Black families (Yosso, 2006). In other words, Black families are positioned as culturally deficient if they do not exhibit White middle-class cultural capital and aesthetics. Yosso (2006) in particular has critiqued Bourdieu’s narrow view of cultural capital that socially constructs the Black family as deficient. In decentering White cultural capital as the norm, Yosso provides an expanded view of cultural capital to include the skills, knowledge, connections, and abilities used by communities of color to fight discrimination and oppression. This could include aspirational capital, which is the ability to maintain hopes despite racial injustice or linguistic capital, which is the ability to master more than one language or communication style.
Other forms of cultural capital outlined by Yosso include familial capital, which includes the knowledge families transmit to each other and the kinships that are developed, or social capital, which are the networks and community resources that people of color rely upon. Finally, families of color might possess and activate navigational capital, which includes the ability to maneuver through institutions that have historically excluded people of color, and resistant capital, which is the ability to recognize and contest dominant ideologies and exclusionary practices (Yosso, 2006, p. 176). Yosso’s explanation not only broadens an understanding of cultural capital, but it also identifies the types of messages, knowledge, skills, and expectations that parents of color transmit to their offspring with the intention of resisting the “reproductive” nature of schools and increasing opportunities for social and occupational mobility. Thus, the current study is informed by CRT in general, and Yosso’s work in particular, as we aim to identify the unique cultural wealth of Black parents through the counterstories of Black poor and working-class mothers. In the next section, we review the methodology before presenting the results.

Method

The findings presented in this article derive from a larger ethnographic study examining the schooling experiences of Black male youth and their families (Allen, 2013, 2015). The study sample, drawn through purposive and snowball sampling methods (Goetz & LeComte, 1984), included 10 Black families sending their sons to a racially integrated high school in a large U.S. west coast metropolis. Central High School,¹ was a racially and economically diverse suburban school. At the time of the study, the student population was 29% Black, 28% Asian, 19% Latino, 11% White, and 13% Other, and almost half of the students qualified for a free or reduced-price lunch.²

The study included 10 Black male students and their families; six of the families were middle-class and four were poor or working class. Data were collected through field observations, document collection, and semi- and unstructured interviews. Within the school, field observations and unstructured interviews were conducted with students and teachers in classrooms, hallways, cafeterias, teachers’ lounge, and sporting events, among other school spaces. The male student participants took part in three separate semistructured interviews that explored their experiences in school and how they made meaning of school opportunity, achievement, and their social position as raced-gendered bodies. The parents and teachers also were each interviewed formally one time. Interviews with the parents concerned their perspective of their son’s educational history, their own involvement with their son’s schooling, and their views on race and manhood. The students were asked to nominate a teacher to be interviewed on their behalf and these interviews focused on the teachers’ perceptions of the Black male
student participants’ schooling experiences. Taken together, the interviews became multivocal interpretations on the same phenomenon (Tobin, Wu, & Davidson, 1989), and were an important source for discovering meaning behind the actions and behaviors of participants.

The data presented in this article comes from the qualitative interviews with the four poor and working-class parent participants, focusing on the counter narratives of these mothers, as well as their interpretation of their sons’ schooling and their own parental involvement practices. All interviews and observations were transcribed, coded, and analyzed using Erickson’s (1986) qualitative interpretive approach. This included using Atlas.ti qualitative research software to code and manage the data. The data were bracketed into elements that were analyzed independently for noncontextual meaning (Denzin, 1989). After coding and bracketing, the data corpus was again reviewed thoroughly to search for key linkages among the different forms of data, with a goal of developing an initial set of empirically grounded assertions. The data corpus was then reviewed again as a means to test initial assertions in light of confirming and disconfirming evidence. Assertions were then organized into major themes and subthemes, and the data were reconstructed and contextualized within the historical moment in which they were produced. Finally, member-checking was employed by providing participants with manuscript copies and asking for feedback on generated final themes (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).

Participants

The mothers presented in this article possessed an array of cultural wealth and were involved in their children’s lives in varying ways, despite many of the structural barriers they faced (see Table 1). The families can be economically characterized as poor or working class. Each family qualified for a free or reduced-cost lunch program, the mothers had modest educational backgrounds, and only one of the mothers was employed at the time of the study. Each mother was the primary care taker of their young children and often lacked extended family that could assist with child care. Research has shown that the lack of affordable child care, and the associated time poverty, can be significant barriers to the mobility and school involvement of parents (Green et al., 2007; Machen, Wilson, & Notar, 2005; Newman & Chin, 2003). As a researcher, the first author was able to observe and document many of the ways these mothers supported their children’s education outside of the school, though within the school, the parents were often characterized by schoolteachers through pathologizing discourses as uninvolved, difficult to develop relationships with and enabling of their son’s resistance to schooling (Allen, 2015).
Parental Involvement and the Cultural Wealth of Black Mothers

The mothers in this study supported their son’s education in a range of ways. Some of their involvement would be considered more traditional and were generally recognized within the school. Other involvement practices, and the cultural wealth the mothers drew upon, were less visible to the school but had equal importance in supporting their son’s education. In their interviews, the mothers described their school-based involvement, volunteerism, and educational expectations for their children. They also described how they navigated and managed race, and how they racially socialized their sons.

School Involvement and Educational Expectations

The mothers participated in their sons’ schooling in ways that are generally normalized and encouraged by the school. Describing their involvement when their sons were in elementary school, the parents explained how they were able to enter the school, assist in the learning of their children in the classroom, and maintain relationships with teachers. Ms. Dempsey, the mother of Santonio explained, “In elementary school it was a lot more hands on. I had more of a rapport with the teachers, probably because he just was in one class all day and it was easier to have that relationship with them.” Similarly, Ms. Hall, the mother of Andre explains her school involvement:

In elementary, I would go up there, volunteer, sit in the classes, go on all the field trips. And junior high I was up there pretty actively, just you know, meeting with his teachers and seeing where Andre was at and seeing what was going on with Andre . . . So far as high school, not that much. Elementary school, junior high school, always up there. I have rapport with the counselor at the high school and the secretary I’m always checking on him. But as far as that one on one with the teachers, no, it’s not as much as it used to be.

In addition to classroom volunteerism, the mothers attended parent–teacher meetings, attended field trips, and monitored their sons’ homework. But as Ms. Dempsey and Ms. Hall allude to, these types of practices were much easier to accomplish at the elementary level. The structure and form of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parent alias</th>
<th>Student alias</th>
<th>Mother’s occupation</th>
<th>Education</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Simmons</td>
<td>Garrett</td>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>High school diploma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Dempsey</td>
<td>Santonio</td>
<td>Senior office assistant</td>
<td>Associate’s degree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Hall</td>
<td>Andre</td>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>Some high school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms. Powell</td>
<td>Dontay</td>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>High school diploma</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
elementary school allowed for easier access, more involvement opportunities, and the ability to develop meaningful relationships with their sons’ teachers. In contrast, the structure and form of the high school became a barrier, as the size and bureaucracy of high schools place significant limitations on how parents can monitor their sons schooling in particular ways (Eccles & Harold, 1993). The mothers’ school-based involvement in their sons’ high school was then largely limited to their attendance at parent–teacher conferences or supporting their sons’ participation in extracurricular activities such as sports.

In addition to volunteerism and school relationship building, the mothers described the cultural wealth they used to support their sons’ education. They shared examples of aspirational capital, which was their value of education and the educational expectations they held for their sons. They all desired for their sons to attend college but were also pragmatic in how they explained the value of formal schooling to their children. Linking educational attainment to economic mobility, Ms. Dempsey, who worked for the county, explained to her son how obtaining additional college credits would enable her to earn salary increases. Similarly, Ms. Simmons stressed to her son Garrett the value of a formal education by describing the potential consequences for dropping out:

That’s why I say stay in school. And then you can get the nice things. You can get credit, you can have whatever you want. But if you don’t stay in school, you can still have nice things, but you’re going to be hustling, selling dope, doing stuff that eventually if you get caught you go to jail and so now you don’t have nothing nice. And he [Garrett] says, “well I’m not going to do that.” Then I say, “well you need to get the grades.” Like if you want to go to college, you need to have a certain [GPA]! Yeah and if you get in trouble, that’s on your record. That kind of stuff follows you from school to school.

How the parents described their educational aspirations appear to be rooted in their lived experiences as Black working-class parents. They emphasized the benefits of education toward financial mobility and provided pragmatic rationales for formal schooling. School personnel tend to hold generalist deficit views of Black mothers and essentialize Black parents as uncaring of their child’s educational attainment (Diamond & Gomez, 2004; Fine, 1993). The mothers in the present study held high educational aspirations and cared about their sons’ educational success. Considering though, the very real economic and racial barriers the families faced, it appears their educational expectations were philosophically pragmatic. They generally viewed the purpose of schooling as a tool for work preparation and economic mobility, and hoped to send their sons to college. They also understood the financial challenges of funding a college education.
Navigating Race

Racism, and its intersection with class and gender exploitation, is endemic in American society (Bell, 1992; Crenshaw et al., 1995). In addition to providing for their children as all parents do, Black parents have the additional burden of raising children in a racist society in which they are pathologized and discriminated against. Black parents then must learn to navigate, manage, and resist racial marginalization and prepare their children to do the same (Mandara, 2006; Vincent et al., 2012). These forms of racial capital are the types of cultural wealth and involvement the mothers used in support of their sons’ education, but are often unrecognized or undervalued by the school.

In her interview, Ms. Powell described her racial capital as well as her navigational capital, which is her ability to maneuver through and manipulate institutions and practices that were designed to exclude Black families (Yosso, 2006). School zoning policies exemplify this type of racial exclusion, as many school boundaries are drawn to exclude poor and communities of color from access to predominantly White schools (Gotham, 2002; Siegel-Hawley, 2013). Such zoning practices contribute greatly to segregated schools and the property interest of Whiteness to exclude people of color from equitable schooling opportunities (Harris, 1993). Ms. Powell demonstrates her knowledge of and resistance to such school zoning policies by explaining how in order to improve the educational opportunities for her children, she had spent months analyzing school district boundary maps and available housing options and designed a strategy for moving to a neighborhood zoned for a respected and high-performing school district. She reasons stating,

I don’t want to just live anywhere. It’s really important to give my kids the best opportunity possible. This is a really nice neighborhood. If I had to choose between the biggest and baddest house in the ghetto or a teeny tiny house in the uppity bump whatever, I’ll take that teeny tiny house.

She goes on to explain how she was able to secure the house through her management of race through the presentation of self:

So you know, but, but the man who is renting it, even though I don’t have section eight, he wants to check out his potential tenants more than anyone I’ve ever seen. So I have my strategies and so I decided since I have a number of kids, you know, sometimes people are picky about that. So I’ve got my kids up. The plan was to get up, get dressed, get everybody’s hair combed, get your pants real sharp, you know, get the car cleaned out and drive up and I talked to them about how to present themselves and be amenable, don’t run around the house and whatever and to let this man see these are my children. And this is
who will be in your home and so I wanted to be as thorough as possible in this process.

Ms. Powell’s strategy here seems to be in response to both the racialized zoning practices of schools as well as the larger stereotypes about single Black mothers with multiple children. Recognizing how a potential renter might view her, Ms. Powell manages race in ways that attempts to dispel any myths about Black single motherhood. In doing so, she seems to experience a form of double-consciousness, recognizing how the White world might see her and responds through a re-presentation of self that allows her to navigate school zoning boundaries and access the desired educational opportunity for her children.

The racial consciousness experienced by Ms. Powell and the ability to respond to racialized events was a form of racial capital the mothers attempted to pass on to their sons. As parents raising Black children in a society in which racism is endemic, Black parents often participate in the racial socialization of their children to prepare them to navigate a racist society (Hughes & Chen, 1997; Mandara, 2006). The mothers in the present study advised their sons on how to manage the racial microaggressions their sons would encounter. This included both overt and covert forms of discrimination that demean and subjugate Black people (Sue, Capodilupo, & Holder, 2008). Describing a racialized incident that her son Garrett had at work, Ms. Simmons explains her racial socialization practice:

He came home one day and the lady [he works with] announces over the loud speaker, “come here boy” or something. And I said “okay, Grant.” I said “talk to the lady.” And he was like, “what am I going to say to her,” and I was said “well, you need to talk to the lady if it really, really bothered you, but if you could deal with it, I mean deal with it.” So I said “just tell her nicely, I heard you, I didn’t know you were talking about me. My name is Grant.” And so he’s never had no problems with her no more. But I said, “those are the things you will go through probably for the rest of your life. Any job you get, you may be chummy-chummy with your boss, other coworkers, but there’s always one, two, sometimes a few, that are going to make comments that you don’t like.” I said “but you have to deal with them in a responsible way, respectful sometimes and sometimes not, but without being belligerent and without cussing them out.”

Black families racially socialize their children in varied ways, with practices ranging between proactive and reactive (Mandara, 2006; Miller, 1999). It appears that Ms. Simmons is proactive in her racial socialization in that she has a direct conversation with her son about the racist encounter, provides him with tools to resolve this issue but also cautions him about future racial microaggressions he might encounter. Similar to other Black families, the parents expected that these types of lessons would be understood
by their sons and would be drawn upon as their sons navigated other institutional settings such as school (Hughes & Chen, 1997; Vincent, Rollock, Ball, & Gillborn, 2013). The possession and activation of racial and navigational capital highlights the cultural wealth and involvement of these Black mothers, and provides valuable insight into the range of ways that Black poor and working-class mothers support their sons’ education both in and outside of the school.

“What About Education?” School Exclusionary Practices and Educational Inequality

Though the parents were supportive of their sons’ education, it appears that the structure and form of the high school, as well as deficit discourses about Black families, placed limitations on how these mothers could be involved. As previously described, the mothers were more involved at the elementary years and talked about the difficulties of being able to monitor their sons’ education at the high school level. Research on parental involvement practices generally point to the size and bureaucracy of high schools as contributing factors to decreased parental involvement (Eccles & Harold, 1993). For the mothers, the structure of high school made it more difficult to navigate institutional bureaucracy and feel connected to the school. Thus, they were critical of the limited access they had to the school, and its ability to provide an equitable experience for their sons. In the interviews, the mothers discussed the different ways school practices and policies excluded them from the school or limited their sons’ educational opportunity, and how in some cases were able to use their cultural wealth to resist the school’s exclusionary structure.

School Exclusion of Black Mothers

The parents described difficulties in accessing the high school and its personnel and how they felt ignored, treated differently or made to feel unwelcomed despite their attempts to make themselves available to the school. The mothers talked about being proactive in reaching out to teachers in support of their sons’ education and the frustrations they experienced when teachers were unresponsive. Ms. Dempsey describes her frustration with trying to communicate with her son’s teacher regarding his grades:

And then I’ve requested several times, if you have a concern, because his grades are not the greatest right now, if you have a concern or if there’s anything going wrong that I should know please communicate with me. This is my name, this is my phone number. I give them everything. First day of the term I send everybody a mass email and let them know who I am. And I won’t
Ms. Dempsey’s frustration appears to stem not only from the lack of responsiveness from her son’s teacher but also the school’s lack of accountability for its own failure. According to Ms. Dempsey, her inability to access the teacher regarding her son’s missing assignments contributed to his failing the class and his subsequent punishment from his mother. However, when the school failed, there was no consequence for its actions, nor was their redress for the students it failed. In other words, accountability for Black male educational equality is not distributed equally among Black families and the school.

Ms. Dempsey’s counternarrative demonstrates the challenges many Black parents experience in their children’s education. Poor and unresponsive relationships with teachers contribute to the way Black parents and their children are excluded from academic opportunities and important educational information (Howard & Reynolds, 2008; Williams & Sánchez, 2012), even when parents access the school through its designated communication tools (i.e., email). From the perspective of the school, the failure of Ms. Dempsey’s son might be interpreted as a colorblind or racially neutral but unfortunate event; however, the outcome not only contributes to pathologizing positioning discourses of Black male academic ability but also ignores the school’s role in the systemic failure of Black boys.

More pointedly, the mothers explained the role race played in their and their sons’ interactions with teachers. For instance, the mothers felt that teachers were often intimidated by them when they asked to enter the classroom to help and observe, and as mothers of Black boys, they were keen to how racialized and deficit discourses influenced their and their sons’ interactions with teachers. Ms. Hall shares a conversation she had with one of her son’s teachers:

I do remember one teacher telling me, this was at—it probably would have been the ninth grade—that some times she has a hard time helping African American students because of the way that they present themselves and so that, you know, I had a problem with that. She was saying that she doesn’t take “them” serious because they don’t seem like they are serious about school. And
she puts her effort towards “those” students and to me “those” students meant the white students and so that kind of bothered me

Ms. Simmons also spoke to the inequitable interactions Black boys have with their teachers explaining that it’s

“Because they’re black. You basically get stereotyped. And so even if say, for example he was one of those kids that wore dreads, he’s automatically [stereotyped]. But that could be like a straight-A student, but because they get stereotyped, they get treated different.”

There is substantial evidence that teachers, who are predominantly White and female, often draw upon racial stereotypes and pathologize Black parents and students as intimidating, aggressive, and culturally deficient (Cooper, 2005; Ferguson, 2005; Howard, Flennaugh, & Terryr, 2012). These attitudes greatly influence the interactions between Black families and teachers by reducing Black boys’ opportunity to learn and limiting Black parents’ ability to access the school and support their sons’ education.

When the mothers did have the opportunity to access the school, they felt their presence on campus was inconsequential. For example, the mothers attended school events such as parent-teacher conferences and Back to School nights, but Ms. Powell explains how she generally feels unwelcome and excluded from the adult networks in the school:

I’ve been to the [back to] school night. It’s funny like I don’t know, I don’t feel included. I don’t know how to explain it. You’re not really welcomed in. There’s nothing there for you to do. I’ve been on the campus a few times and you’re ignored. It’s like, “Hi, how are you doing?” And then after that it’s like “Whoa, what do you want here? Go!” What do you do? And then I tried to join the booster club and that’s a little clique of parents. That’s not my cup of tea, you know? And the thing with the clique is that they are not working, in my opinion, to accomplish anything great for those kids. It’s their personal parent cliques to make themselves more important.

Ms. Powell’s feeling of exclusion is similar to other Black parents who experience avoidance and marginalization by teachers and predominantly White parent groups (De Gaetano, 2007; McGrath & Kuriloff, 1999), experiences that contribute to why some Black parents disengage from the school (Lightfoot, 2004). These experiences of exclusion were the impetus for the creation of the African American PTA at Central High. This PTA was well attended by Black parents, including the mothers in this study, though the African American PTA was not considered a central organization and did not yield the same power as the general PTA.
It appears that in the absence of opportunities to be proactively involved at the high school (e.g., volunteering, teacher communication, etc.), the mothers’ involvement with the school was often reactive, in that accessing the school was often due to them responding to the ways school policies and practices denied their sons educational opportunity. In Ms. Dempsey’s case, she gets access to the school but in response to a school policy that failed to support her son’s learning:

I had better expectations for Glenpark School District. Now I know the responsibility, a great part lies on the child. That’s his education and he has to want it and he has to know how important it is. But I think the school is also responsible for encouraging that and nurturing that. I had his counselor this year. When I went in I was upset at his grades and I spoke with him, “well, why are you, you know, encouraging him to get involved in all these things when his grades are not so great?” Well, in all honesty, what she told me was that they are going to pass him to the next grade. That’s just the standard of Glenpark School District. So it doesn’t matter what he does. He’s still going to go to the next grade. I’m like, “that’s not right though.” And she’s like, “well it’s part of No Child Left Behind” and I’m like “well what about education?”

Ms. Dempsey’s narrative points out how school policies can fail Black males. At the time of this study, public schools were operating under the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001, a law that aimed to increase accountability among schools and provided financial incentives for schools to increase their graduation rates. Students who experience grade retention are more likely to drop out, so to increase graduation rates, many school districts relaxed their grade retention policies (Newman & Chin, 2003; Wakefield, 2012). This ensures that no child is left behind but it also means students, like Ms. Dempsey’s son, could graduate with a substandard educational experience. Ms. Dempsey’s advocacy for her son’s schooling is notable as she attempts to mitigate a moment of school exclusion. However, these are the types of encounters that shape the campus climate and school-based involvement for the mothers in the high school.

Nevertheless, there were moments when the mothers responded to school exclusionary practices in ways similar to other Black parents (Abrams & Gibbs, 2002; Lareau & Horvat, 1999), and were able to use their cultural wealth to create moments of inclusion for their sons. Ms. Powell’s narrative, in particular, provides a description of the disciplinary process from the perspective of a parent and the cultural capital used to navigate this process. Ms. Powell’s son, Dontay, had been put up for expulsion during his sophomore year, and in her interview, she urged Black families to learn about their rights as parents and hold their schools accountable in following their
own disciplinary procedures. She described her experience with Central High school’s expulsion process and critiqued the school’s failure to provide families with required notifications and access to student records prior to an expulsion hearing. She continued with her description of the disciplinary hearing and called into question the legitimacy of due process in the expulsion procedure:

The other thing is that when you go to the hearing, they already have their packet ready. Exhibit A through Z. They have letters from all the teachers, they have grades, they have every single thing that has been in that child’s folder. Anything that they can find. So you don’t even have enough time to look through all of the exhibits. So they say “you see by Exhibit C or D and so therefore this is what we’re going to do.” And so like when I went up with my son, one, I feel that a parent should be given that exhibit packet five days prior to the hearing so that you can go through that packet and you can see what they have against your child and you can build your case so you can meet them halfway. But they don’t do that. They come in with the packet, the whole thing ready to go and all they do is just run you through it and so you don’t have any time.

Ms. Powell’s critique points to a larger dilemma of many school disciplinary practices in that Black males, who are disproportionally referred to school discipline (Skiba et al., 2014), are often denied due process and the ability to present evidence and support for their own defense. Just as Ms. Powell explains, the school district had already built a case to prove her son was guilty and deserving of expulsion without allowing Ms. Powell and her son their rights that are protected under the 14th amendment.

Finally, Ms. Powell concludes by describing how she disrupted the expulsion process by drawing upon her navigational and social capital to produce a moment of inclusion for her son:

So what I did was I went with my son, and a really good friend of mine who has known my kids since birth. She’s an engineer and so she’s got that kind of thinking. That’s one and two, I didn’t let them rush me. They don’t put a time on the hearing. They schedule the hearing for an hour. Who says it’s supposed to last an hour? So his hearing was four hours and I sat there and read every exhibit. You know what I’m saying? And then I thought it through, I made my notes, you know and then I consulted with my friend and she had done hers [notes] and I went back and said “You’re wrong.” And you know what? They could not expel him and not only that, they had to rescind the suspension. They had to reinstate my son in school.

Unlike other research explaining that parental involvement decreases when children are punished for disruptive behavior (Parsons, 2002), the mothers in this study increased their involvement when responding to school discipline. In this case, Ms. Powell refuses to acquiesce to the tidal waves of
commonsense knowledge being used to justify the removal of her son from school, and activates her considerable cultural wealth in circumventing the expulsion hearing process by creating the space and time needed for her and her friend to build a case in defense of her son. In addition, in recognizing how she might be misinterpreted or dismissed by school officials during the hearing as a working-class single Black mother, she activates her social capital by inviting an engineer friend of hers to provide, either real or imaginary, middle-class status, cultural capital, and support needed to assert her case. Ms. Powell’s activation of her cultural wealth created a moment of inclusion for her son that kept him enrolled in his school but it was clear the way race, gender, and class intersected through the types of systemic barriers these mothers faced in supporting their sons’ education.

Conclusion and Implications

Though research on parental involvement has generally characterized Black parents as uncaring or uninvolved (Cooper, 2005; Diamond & Gomez, 2004; Fine, 1993), in the current study, this characterization does not appear to be entirely true as the mothers used their cultural wealth to support their sons’ education in different ways. However, it seems that race, class, and gender intersect with the structure and form of the school in ways that inform how these Black mothers were able to access the high school and support their sons in particular ways. At the elementary level, the mothers described having more opportunities to proactively support their sons’ education, communicate with teachers, and participate in ways that are recognized by the school (e.g., volunteerism).

At the secondary level, the structure and form of the school changes, and the bureaucratic functions of the school create more barriers to entry for parents, limiting parents’ ability to be involved in the school. The mothers’ experiences highlight some of these barriers but also how they met rejection and exclusion even when attempting to utilize the school’s recommended communication tools or participate in parent events. When they were able to gain access to the school, it was often in response to the failure of the school in providing an equitable education for their sons. It appears then that the high school placed particular limits on the school involvement practices of these Black mothers by reducing parental involvement to monitoring homework or general surveillance of their children outside the school (Adelman, 1992; Lawson, 2003). This estranges parents from any power within the school and limits their ability to proactively support and advocate for their children by institutionalizing parental deference as the norm.

Furthermore, race, class, and gender intersect with school structure in ways that inform the school-centric involvement of Black working-class mothers, and how they experienced exclusion from the school. This study corroborates previous research on Black working-class parents and the
barriers they face in secondary schools. Like other poor and working-class parents, time, poverty, and limited access to affordable child care were barriers to school-centric involvement (Green et al., 2007; Machen et al., 2005; Newman & Chin, 2003). Within the school, the mothers were often pathologized through racialized school discourses as uncaring or uninvolved, and experienced exclusion from the school’s central organizing groups (McGrath & Kuriloff, 1999; Posey-Maddox, 2012). Their critiques of the school’s failure were largely ignored and they described the school as a site where they were unwelcomed (Abrams & Gibbs, 2002; Diamond & Gomez, 2004; Lareau & Horvat, 1999).

What this study contributes to the research literature are the counterstories and cultural wealth of Black working-class mothers as an anti-deficit approach to gaining deeper insight into how Black parents support their sons’ education in ways that are often less understood or ignored by schools. For the mothers in this study, despite the endemic racism they and their children experience in the school and larger society, they held aspirational capital in the form of high but pragmatic educational expectations for their children. They provided care and safety for their children and proactively racially socialized their children through their own racial capital (Friend et al., 2011; Hughes & Chen, 1997; Williams & Sánchez, 2012). Furthermore, despite the racial, economic, and school barriers they faced, the mothers enacted agency in using their navigational capital in school choice and advocacy for their sons against the school’s failure to provide equitable opportunities (Anderson, 1988; Cooper, 2005; Oakes, Rogers, & Lipton, 2006).

**Implications**

The findings from this study have implications for educators and researchers working with Black parents. The counterstories of the mothers point to the dilemmas that school-centric views of parental involvement create for poor and working-class Black families. To contest the privilege given to White middle-class cultural capital and parenting practices within schools, educators should consider how to better understand and engage their parents of color in the educational process. One way is through a funds of knowledge approach (Gonzalez et al., 1995; Moll & Gonzalez, 1997). The U.S. Department of Education’s Parental Family-School Partnership framework (Mapp & Kuttner, 2013) suggests that schools seek out the funds of knowledge of their parent communities as part of the development of sustainable family–school partnerships.

A funds of knowledge approach could serve as the start of a process by which schools can learn about the cultural wealth of the communities they work within, the types of involvement strategies and educational supports Black parents provide for their children, and the localized structural barriers
that limit parents’ access to school. This approach calls for more parent-centric practices that empower parents in the school’s decision-making process (López, Scribner, & Mahitivanichcha, 2001) and educators will need to view Black parents as capable collaborators, advocates, and decision makers (Abrams & Gibbs, 2002; De Gaetano, 2007; Noguera, 2001). In strengthening family–school partnerships and involving local communities in decision-making processes, schools can be held accountable to meeting community needs, can better advocate with their communities around issues of social justice, and can provide better training to in-service professionals (Gonzalez et al., 1995; Khalifa, 2012; López et al., 2001; Siddle Walker, 1996; Warren, 2016). Furthermore, parents are agents in school reform and should continue to organize in school or community-based settings, and collaborate with other educational stakeholders toward school equity. Parent organizations across the country have successfully advocated for their children by educating their communities on local school policies, and using a variety of negotiation and litigation strategies to enact systemic change in their local public schools (Fuentes, 2012; González, 2011; Goss, 2014; Oakes, 2008).

In addition, teacher education programs should continue to prioritize preparing a predominantly White middle-class teaching force for work with culturally diverse populations (Ladson-Billings, 2000; Milner, 2005; Warren, 2015). This could include challenging preservice teachers’ conceptions of race, culture, and parental involvement, and adopting asset-based approaches to thinking about and understanding Black males and their families. One such way is by including coursework on culturally relevant parent involvement as a way to prepare future teachers for developing mutually beneficial relationships with culturally and linguistically diverse parent communities (Beneke & Cheatham, 2016; Ferrara, 2009; Milner, 2013).

Finally, because the current study only examined four Black working-class mothers with sons attending a racially integrated school, the size and context of the study are limitations to the generalizability of the findings. Future research on Black parents should continue to take anti-deficit approaches to examining the cultural wealth and involvement practices of Black families, with a specific focus on the ways in which parents of Black males support and manage the raced and gendered school experiences of their sons attending integrated high schools. This might also include exploring at greater detail the specific types of localized barriers that high schools create for Black families and their school-based involvement.
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Notes
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